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About This Game

Take control of the powers of the cosmos. Explore your curiosity of space. Luna's Wandering Stars is a planetary physics
puzzler with a full Level Creator/Editor and online level sharing.

An action puzzle game that utilizes real physics to present interesting and challenging cosmic puzzles. Use a variety of powers to
control planetary movements, such as changing gravity, designating velocity, applying force, and using mysterious wormholes to
move masses around. The goal of every level is to collect enough asteroids using moons to move on to the next level. For a real

challenge, collect the rare golden asteroids in every level!

Key Features:

Intuitively change physics properties of planets and moons on-the-fly

Nine Unique Planetary Powers: Velocity, rockets, gravity, lasers, redirect cosmic bodies, change density, form
wormholes, create black holes, and reposition entire planets!

Nearly 200 total levels to play (including Free DLC challenge levels to be added)

Full Level Editor Coming Soon as a Free Update!

Online Custom Level Sharing Cpming Soon as a Free Update!
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I'm guessing because of the motion sickness issue (to which thankfully I'm not prone), there's a shortage of flying games in VR.
This one is well done, and well worth the four bucks.. I actually cried when I started playing this game because it's so wholesome
and fun.

I really love OK KO.. Actually pretty fun when you turn the audio off.. You can only use the east african units on certain
countries, which is riduculous... worst content pack ever i guess. An interesting puzzler where you wrap wooden things in rope
to paint them. The noises are great and give it a very tactile feeling. The scuptures range from easy to mind-boggling, and there
are several game modes, such as the basic 'rope paints object' and 'only blobs attached to the rope paint the object' and 'only
bombs attached to nails paint the object' which gives it some variety.. not a breakout clone - a great arcade game from a great
tradition. I have nineteen hours in this game.

Those hours were consecutive.

Take that as you will.

. Damnation needed more time, and it shows.

Several little but important bits are missing, such as an hit confirmation visual effect (as it is now, an enemy hit by a projectile
doesn't even flinch, nor does blood or anything show that you've hit him) or bullets sprites (the machinegun suffers greatly from
this. From the sound looks like you're firing a minigun, but just a couple of shots every 2-4 seconds get out of it).

The voice acting is performed by seemingly soulless automatons, who can't bring life to a line even in the most desperate
situations. Not that the script in itself is brilliant, mind you - too often the sentences of the various characters seemed disjointed
and out of context.

The music is forgettable at best, while the textures are really hideous. The animations are maybe the only reedeming quality of
this game, along the climbing sections a-la Assassin's Creed.

The game also tries a shot at good ol' camp, but failing completely. The lines and the story are delivered with a terrible pace and
emotionlessly.

For 10 bucks you can really choose a better game to entertain you with.
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By far the funnest game i've played this year. Hidden stuff everywhere. It's a blast in co-op, literally. Watch out for flying
corpses, keep an eye out for hidden treasures, and keep your wits about you in the many puzzles which are strewn about the
environments. If you enjoyed Sniper Elite series or Zombie Army Trilogy, you'll love this one. Another great and most
importantly, fun game from Rebellion. Be sure to play this game at the highest difficulty level as it is a bit easy when 4 players
are playing. Strange Brigade is a great game and something to tide you over before the flood of games arrive in the coming
months. Very highly recommended.

Pros:
-Detailed environments and expansive level design
-Single player or co-op
-Fun/addictive gameplay mechanics (finding treasure, solving puzzles, lore, new area discoveries)
-No need to be online this, log-in that, or anything of the sort. Plug in and play

Cons:
-"Rare" weapons found don't seem to be permanent (not sure if you can keep them)
-Loot is not persistent. First one to a treasure gets it, except money. Money is divided for players
-"bullet time"/"bullet cam" is what made the Sniper Elite series famous, of which seems to be non-existent
-Denuvo anti-tamper may hinder the sales of this great and fun game. what the ♥♥♥♥ is this♥♥♥♥♥♥?
This is A Game ?!. Cool game and all though, Playing agaisnt players with silenced gear is no fun,
Information is limited where Silenced players usually leave no trace if you were camera was not the specific place you were
getting shot from,

Will be taking my money back for now, Might buy the game in the future,

Suggestions:
With the small community playing the game, At least set some balancing in terms of equipment,
I just started the game played through some campaing missions then played multiplayer matches where I was matched up with
silvers who had full silenced gear. Feels like the enemy is hacking when he can get his/her soldiers behind my lines in 2 turns,.
Don't leave your steam account open with friends over, they'll just buy this game. And then leave it open without telling
anyone... rip refund.

Also the game is trash in case you were wondering.. Normally don't drop reviews, but my fianc\u00e9 and I had a blast messing
around with this. It's not scary, but it's frantic. One of those where you're trying to race against a clock. I assume the bad review
at the bottom of this page I saw is someone who didn't bother to play through to hardcore mode. The first 18 levels are pretty
easy with maybe a death or two to figure some things out if you have decent hand eye coordination, but the hardcore mode will
throw you through a ringer. Definitely worth my $10. Playing again when I get home from work lol.. Pros:
Casual, no time limit etc. so you can take your time if you need to
Easy 100% for achievement hunters
Trading cards

Cons:
Level editor/workshop would be nice
Short and not very taxing (~25 minutes content)
Not particularly pleasant to look at
Not very aMAZEing

It's one of those games it would be nice to have a "neutral" rating, but considering the price, if you like easy achievements or
want a simple maze game that doesn't outstay its welcome, you can't really complain.
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